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Key Points: 

• We identify wide variation in the assessments of activity limitations across three large studies of 
older adults commonly used in research: the Health and Retirement Study, National Health and 
Aging Trends Study, and Medicare Current Beneficiaries Survey 

• This variation in the way activity limitations are assessed has implications for the size and the 
level of illness of populations identified to have activity limitations 

• Each approach has unique strengths; researchers as well as health systems and clinicians 
seeking to implement assessments of activity limitations should pay careful attention to the 
framing of questions based on their purpose 

 
Why does this paper matter? 
Capturing activity limitations is highly important to aging researchers. However, we found that in three 
large and commonly-used cohort studies of aging, assessments of activity limitation vary widely, which 
has implications for the populations identified.
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Abstract:  

Background: Assessing activity limitations is central to aging research. However, assessments of activity 

limitations vary, and this may have implications for the populations identified.  We aim to compare 

measures of activities of daily living (ADLs) and resulting prevalence and mortality across three 

nationally-representative cohort studies: the National Health and Aging Trends Study (NHATS), the 

Health and Retirement Survey (HRS), and the Medicare Current Beneficiary Survey (MCBS). 

Methods: We compared the phrasing and context of questions around help and difficulty with six self-

care activities: eating, bathing, toileting, dressing, walking inside, and transferring. We then compared 

the prevalence and 1-year mortality for difficulty and help with eating and dressing. 

Results: NHATS, HRS, and MCBS varied widely in phrasing and framing of questions around activity 

limitations, impacting the proportion of the population found to experience difficulty or receive help. 

For example, in NHATS 12.4% [ 95% confidence interval (CI) 11.5-13.4%] of the cohort received 

help with dressing, while in HRS this figure was 6.4% [ 95% CI 5.7%-7.2%] and MCBS 5.3% [95% 

CI 4.7%-5.8%].  When combined with variation in sampling frame and survey approach of each survey, 

such differences resulted in large variation in estimates of the older population of older adults with ADL 

disability. 

Conclusions: In order to take seriously late-life activity limitations, we must clearly define the measures 

we use. Further, researchers and clinicians seeking to understand the experience of older adults with 

activity limitations should be careful to interpret findings in light of the framing of the question asked.  

 

Key words: functional impairment, public health, geriatrics 
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Background: 

 Clinicians, health systems, and policy makers have increasingly focused on measures of 

function—the ability to perform activities—rather than diseases alone to identify older adults in 

need of support. This focus is warranted, given that for older adults with limitations in self-care 

activities may lose the ability to participate in meaningful activities1 and need to rely on unpaid 

family and friends or paid sources for regular assistance.2 Furthermore, older adults with 

activity limitations are at risk for higher mortality compared to their peers without limitations,3-

5 symptoms such as pain and dyspnea,6, 7 and high health care use,8, 9 including hospital 

readmissions10 and hospitalization at the end of life.11  

Numerous clinical and survey-based assessments have been developed to measure 

limitations in self-care activities in later life. The original Katz Index of Independence in 

Activities of Daily Living (ADLs)12 was a clinical assessment of older adults’ ability to live 

independently. It measured independent performance on essential self-care activities such as 

bathing, dressing, toileting, transferring, continence and feeding. Similarly, the Barthel index13 

has been used in clinical settings to assesses independence in essential self-care activities and 

mobility.12-14  A review of activity limitation indexes that was published more than three 

decades ago demonstrated wide variation in measurement approaches and lack of attention to 

patient “effort” (e.g. difficulty) or “collaboration” (e.g. use of assistive devices).15   Over the 

years, these additional conceptual distinctions – e.g. differences in consideration of receipt of 

help, use of devices and difficulty performing activities – have been incorporated into national 

surveys.  
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Prior comparisons of national surveys, both in the cross-section and over time, have 

demonstrated that these distinctions influence estimates of the population size and 

characteristics of those identified as having disability. 16-18 19, 20 This paper compares estimates 

from three large and nationally-representative cohort studies, the National Health and Aging 

Trends Study (NHATS),21 the Health and Retirement Study (HRS),22 and the Medicare Current 

Beneficiary Survey (MCBS).23 While other population-based surveys also capture the older adult 

population, NHATS, HRS and MCBS are particularly important resources for understanding the 

prevalence, predictors, and outcomes of disability among older adults in the United States 

given their size, representativeness, and link to Medicare claims data. Estimates from HRS and 

MCBS have been previously compared; however, comparisons with NHATS are lacking.19, 20  

NHATS, HRS, and MCBS use different approaches to assess activity limitations, in part 

due to conceptual distinctions that may influence identification of the population living with 

activity limitations.24 These surveys differ in how measures of function relate to their larger 

goals: MCBS aims to assess function as an aspect of health status over time to evaluate the 

Medicare program,23 HRS aims to examine function as a component of health as it changes over 

time at the individual and population level,22 and the NHATS aims to assess the consequences 

of late-life disability with an emphasis on capturing the environment (both caregiving and 

physical) that older adults are in.21   These differences in study aims are demonstrated in 

multiple differences in how activity limitations are assessed. For example, NHATS examines a 

broader range of questions around caregiver and device assistance with tasks and then asks 

about difficulty in independent functioning specifically, while as HRS and MCBS capture 
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difficulty regardless of whether a task is conducted independently, and focus questions of 

assistance on those who report difficulty.25, 26   

Understanding the variation in measures of activity limitation across the NHATS, HRS, 

and MCBS surveys is important for both researchers and for clinicians seeking to understand 

the experience of patients with higher functional needs. This is a complex challenge given that 

not only do measures of activity limitations vary across the surveys, but so do the sampling 

approaches and survey methods used by each survey. We therefore aimed to compare activity 

limitation assessments incorporated into each survey while attempting to account for these 

other differences across the surveys. We contrast the size and subsequent 1-year mortality of 

the populations identified as having limitations in each of these activities in each study. We 

assessed mortality in order to compare how ill individuals were when they were identified as 

having limitations. On balance, we expect design differences across the surveys to yield higher 

numbers of older adults reporting help and reporting difficulty by oneself in NHATS (due to 

more comprehensive identification, as described below) than in HRS or MCBS.  Further, we 

expect that NHATS may identify more transient cases of limitations and we therefore expect 

mortality rates among those with limitations to be lower in NHATS than HRS or MCBS. 

Methods: 

 We drew data from the 2016 NHATS, HRS, and MCBS surveys. While each is a nationally-

representative survey, they vary in their sampling frame and approach: 

NHATS: Conducted annually since 2011, NHATS was designed to assess population-level trends 

and individual-level dynamics in disability.21 The initial NHATS cohort included more than 8,000 
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adults age ≥65, drawn from the Medicare enrollment file, with the cohort refreshed in 2015. 

The NHATS sampling frame is drawn from the Medicare enrollment sample, with over-sampling 

at older age groups and those identified as Black individuals on the enrollment file. Initial 

response rates for NHATS were 70.9% in 2011 and 62.8% for the replenishment cohort in 2015, 

with follow-up rates ranging from to 85.6% to 96.2%. NHATS is conducted in-person, with 

proxies (typically a family member) interviewed if a respondent is unable to participate. 

HRS: Conducted every two years since 1992, the HRS was designed to assess the health and 

economic conditions of aging Americans.22 The HRS cohort contains adults age ≥51 and their 

spouse if they are married: approximately 20,000 people total. The HRS sample frame is a 

listing of households in sampled areas of the U.S., with over-sampling of Floridians, African 

American, and Hispanic older adults. HRS response rates range from 81.6-89.4%. Through 2016 

HRS was conducted in-person or by telephone, with additional leave-behind and mail surveys, 

and similarly uses proxy reporters if needed. 

MCBS: Conducted annually since 1992, the MCBS was designed to assess the payments for all 

services used by Medicare beneficiaries and to assess changes in the health and health care use 

experience of Medicare beneficiaries.23 The MCBS has interviewed over 100,000 Medicare 

enrollees, with individuals added to the cohort each year and followed for 4 years, unlike the 

HRS and NHATS, which follow cohorts indefinitely. The MCBS conducts three in-person 

interviews per year, with one of the three collecting data on function. The MCBS sampling 

frame is drawn from the Medicare enrollment sample, with those age ≥85 oversampled. The 
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2016 response rate for MCBS was 47.9%, among all eligible for the survey (not specific to those 

already in the cohort, given that no data was reported from the 2015 MCBS).27  

 

Study sample: 

For each study, we used 2016 data to identify respondents ages ≥70, residing in the contiguous 

United States, not living in nursing home settings, and enrolled in Medicare (Medicare 

Advantage or Traditional Medicare). We focused on individuals age ≥70 as we had more 

confidence this population would be representative across surveys given that NHATS refreshes 

their cohort every 5 years. We used these criteria to define equivalent subgroups within each 

study. 

Activity Measures:  

We included all questions relating to performance of the following activities: eating, 

bathing, toileting, dressing, walking inside, and transferring. As illustrated in Table 1, NHATS, 

HRS, and MCBS vary in their approach to assessing these items.  Here we highlight key 

differences: 

Phrasing of activities: The language used to describe each activity varied. For some activities, 

the surveys varied in the extent of detail used to describe the specific components of a task. 

This may prompt older adults to more carefully consider whether they receive any help or 

experience difficulty with any aspect of a task. For example, while MCBS asks about eating, HRS 

and NHATS specify eating or cutting food.  Similarly, MCBS asks about dressing, HRS specifies 
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dressing including putting on shoes and socks while NHATS specifies “getting dressed, for 

instance, by getting clothing over your head, helping with clothing behind your back like a belt 

[or bra], or helping put on socks or shoes?”  For other activities, the surveys varied in how the 

task was defined. For example, in defining transferring, NHATS asks about getting out of bed, 

HRS asks about getting in or out of bed, and MCBS asks about getting in or out of bed or chairs. 

Temporal patterns: NHATS frames most of its questions about an individual’s activities in the 

last month. HRS asks respondents if they “have” difficulty and if they “ever” get help after 

instructing them to focus on limitations that are expected to persist for at least 3 months. 

MCBS asks about current limitations regardless of expected duration, and also asks separately if 

the impairment is expected to persist 3 months from now, thus including activity limitations 

that the individual perceives as temporary.  

Skip patterns, attribution, and type of difficulty: While all three surveys ask about help and 

difficulty with activities, they vary in the order in which items are asked, skip patterns (skipping 

some questions based on prior responses), and the type of difficulty assessed. HRS and MCBS 

begin with difficulty items and then ask about help; however, HRS limits its difficulty and help 

questions to those with difficulty dressing or with difficulty performing at least one of the 

following: walking several blocks, climbing a flight of stairs, stooping, kneeling, or crouching, 

carrying ≥10 pounds, picking up a dime from a table. For its activity limitation questions HRS 

does not specify the circumstances under which the respondent should report difficulty (e.g. 

with/without help or devices); MCBS asks about underlying difficulty (without help or devices).  

HRS and MCBS ask about difficulty as a dichotomized yes/no, but NHATS asks about difficulty in 
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terms of none/a little/some/a lot. Both the HRS and MCBS then ask those who either report 

difficulty or who “do not do” an activity if they receive help. By contrast, NHATS first asks about 

how activities have been carried out in the last month (e.g. with assistive devices, with help), 

then questions about difficulty are tailored to responses about how activities are carried out. 

For those who did not receive help all the time, NHATS asks about difficulty carrying out 

activities independently (but with devices if used). In addition, NHATS asks about changes in 

behavior (doing an activity less often) and consequences of not receiving help.24  

Additional measures: 

We include in our analysis sociodemographic characteristics measured in all three 

studies including age, sex, race/ethnicity, marital status, and education. Race/ethnicity was self-

reported in the HRS, MCBS, and NHATS surveys. Non-nursing home residential care setting was 

reported using slightly different definitions across each survey.28 In order to assess the relative 

health of beneficiaries across surveys, we included self-reported health, categorized as 

fair/poor vs. excellent, very good, or good.29 Mortality over the 12 months following NHATS, 

HRS, or MCBS survey was identified from Medicare claims. Mortality data were not available for 

MCBS enrollees in their 4th and final year of participation in the MCBS cohort in 2016 and so 

only those in their first 3 years of MCBS participation were included to calculate mortality. The 

full MCBS cohort was used for all other analyses. 

Analysis: 

We first compared the demographic composition and health for the individuals meeting 

inclusion criteria in 2016 from NHATS, HRS, and MCBS. This was the most recent year that we 
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had data from all surveys, including 1-year mortality follow-up. We then chose two activities, 

dressing and eating, with relatively similar phrasings of the task across surveys and compared 

the rates of help and difficulty across the surveys. Given differences in survey skip patterns, we 

made several assumptions. NHATS only asks about difficulty by oneself for those who report 

that they at least rarely conduct the ADL by themselves, in other words, they do not always rely 

on others. Given that HRS and MCBS do not make that distinction, we classified every NHATS 

respondent who never conducted the activity by themselves as having difficulty. In NHATS, we 

categorized having “a little” “some” or “a lot” of difficulty as “having difficulty” to align with the 

dichotomized measure in HRS and MCBS. In HRS, respondents are not asked about difficulty or 

help unless they report at least one functional limitation or difficulty dressing. We therefore 

assumed that HRS respondents skipped for this reason did not have difficulty and did not 

receive help with any of the activities. Given that HRS and MCBS only assess help among those 

with difficulty, in NHATS we measured the proportion who had difficulty or help all the time 

among those receiving help (thus aligning with the HRS/MCBS skip patterns) and among the 

entire cohort regardless of difficulty.  

Next, we compared the 1-year mortality rates among those with help dressing, difficulty 

dressing, help eating, and difficulty eating. In order to ensure that the activities we focus on 

(dressing and eating) were not different than other activities in patterning, we provided more 

detailed information on all six activities in HRS and NHATS in a Supplementary Appendix. In 

order to account for differences in mortality rates across the surveys, we additionally calculated 

the marginal increase in mortality for each activity over that survey’s mean population 

mortality rate as a sensitivity analysis.  
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We used the Stata version 16.0 svy commands to account for survey weighting and 

design, as specified in the technical guidance for each survey. This study was approved by the 

Mount Sinai Institutional Review Board. 

Results: 

We identified 5,596 respondents in NHATS, 6,698 respondents in HRS, and 8,417 

respondents in MCBS who were age ≥70, not living in nursing home settings, and in the 

contiguous United States in 2016. Details on the sample excluded due to residing in nursing 

home settings are in the Supplementary Appendix. As demonstrated in Table 2, mean age, 

proportion female, and race were similar across surveys. NHATS identified more older adults in 

residential care settings (6.3% [95% Confidence Interval 5.6%-7.1%] vs. 1.7% [1.3%-2.3%] in HRS 

and 3.0% [2.4%-3.6%] in MCBS). The proportion of married respondents was lower in NHATS 

compared to HRS and MCBS (50.6% [49.1%-52.2%] vs. 54.2% [52.4%-56.1%] and 54.1% [52.5%-

55.8%]). More HRS respondents (29.1% [27.4%-30.8%]) reported fair/poor health compared to 

NHATS (23.1% [21.8%-24.4%]) and MCBS (17.2% [16.0%-18.3%]). However, MCBS had the 

highest rate of relying on proxies to conduct the interviews (8.0% [7.2%-8.7%]) compared to 

NHATS and HRS (5.3% [4.7%-6.0%] and 5.1% [4.4%-5.9%]) Across the surveys, NHATS had the 

highest 1-year mortality (5.1% [4.5%-5.8%]), followed by HRS (4.0% [3.5%-4.5%]), then MCBS 

(3.1% [2.7%-3.6%]). 

 When comparing dressing and eating we found notable differences in prevalence. 

Across both activities, NHATS identified the most older adults reporting help or difficulty, and 

MCBS identified the fewest (Figure 1).  For example, in NHATS 12.4% [11.5-13.4%] of the cohort 
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received help with dressing, while in HRS this figure was 6.4% [5.7%-7.2%] and MCBS 5.3% 

[4.7%-5.8%]. NHATS identified 18.0% [16.9%-19.2%] as having difficulty dressing (or never 

dressing without assistance) while in HRS this was 11.6% [10.6%-12.6%] and MCBS 7.5% [6.9%-

8.2%]. These differences were partially but not totally explained by skip patterns.  Omitting 

from the NHATS estimates those who  received help but had no difficulty by themselves when 

using devices (shown in pixelated color in Figure 1),  the prevalence using NHATS was closer to 

that in HRS and MCBS, which do not ask those without difficulty about receipt of help. For 

receiving help with dressing, this restriction lowered the NHATS estimate for help with dressing 

to 9.9% [9.1%-10.8%].  

Looking across all activities (Supplementary Appendix Tables 2 and 3), NHATS identified 

higher proportions than HRS of individuals who receive help and who report difficulty (columns 

1 and 2). The proportions who receive help among those with difficulty (or in NHATS, with 

difficulty or didn’t do the activity by themselves) also differed between the two studies 

(Supplementary Tables 1 and 2, column 3), suggesting differences are not solely attributable to 

skip patterns.  Proportions were nearly identical for toileting and dressing, but were higher for 

bathing, transferring and walking using HRS and higher for eating using NHATS.  

 Although the surveys identified varying proportions of older adults with help and 

difficulty in dressing and eating, the populations identified did not differ appreciably across the 

three studies in terms of 1-year mortality rates (Figure 2). Mortality rates were the higher 

among those who received help with eating: 20.7% in NHATS, 24.8% in HRS and 17.9% in MCBS; 

and the lower among those who reported difficulty with dressing: 13.2% in NHATS, 11.7% in 
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HRS, and 8.9% in MCBS. Moreover, marginal increases in mortality from survey-specific 

population mortality rates did not differ by survey, with the exception of those with difficulty 

eating, who had a slightly lower marginal increase in mortality in MCBS (see Supplementary 

Appendix). 

Discussion: 

 Across three large nationally-representative cohort studies of older adults, the NHATS, 

HRS, and MCBS, measures of help and difficulty with six self-care activities vary widely. While 

we were able to identify equivalent subgroups of older adults with similar demographic 

profiles, the proportions receiving help or reporting difficulty varied across studies. This appears 

to be at least partially driven by variations in concepts being measures and associated wording 

given that among those reporting difficulty in NHATS and HRS, similar proportions received 

help. When reducing variation from these skip patterns, such as examining the proportion 

receiving help among those who have difficulty, HRS and NHATS were more comparable for 

dressing and toileting, although still very different for the other activities. 

 Consistent with prior studies, the way function is assessed influences estimates of the 

proportion of the population of older adults identified as living with activity limitations, which 

has implications for researchers as well as for clinicians attempting to identify populations with 

activity limitations.18, 26 Our findings provide several new insights.  We found that limiting 

assessment of help to those reporting difficulty results in lower estimates of the population 

receiving help than asking the entire population if they receive help. Why this is the case is not 

clear. It may be that some individuals are reluctant to admit difficulty.  If this is the case, then 
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assessing help among those who respond that they have difficulty will bias downward 

estimates of assistance in HRS and MCBS.  Additionally, questions that include more detail 

about the activity (for example, providing examples of assistance with putting on clothes or 

shoes vs. just stating dressing) appear to yield higher prevalence.26  Previous research has 

demonstrated that ambiguously worded questions yield lower (presumably under-) estimates 

of difficulty and this same logic may apply to estimates of assistance.26  Variation could also 

stem from differences in the perceived cause and course of limitations, as HRS and MCBS ask 

participants to include only limitations that are expected to persist for 3 months and only if it is 

due to a “physical, mental, emotional, or memory problem” (in HRS) or “physical, mental, or 

emotional condition” (in MCBS).  In contrast, NHATS captures help in the last month without 

these restrictions. 

For researchers interested in caregiving, work with the NHATS has the advantage of 

asking about help of everyone, not only those with difficulty. While not all of these individuals 

receiving help are experiencing difficulty when they carry out the activity on their own (with 

devices if used), they may be at higher risk for future difficulty or unmet care needs. In addition, 

this group reporting help but not difficulty when completing a task on their own is an 

interesting population for future study: for example, they may have cognitive impairment and 

thus require cueing or supervision but not experience difficulty while conducting the task, or 

they may simply have more individuals present to assist them if desired but not needed due to 

difficulty. 

Limitations: 
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While accounting for survey weights and design allowed us to identify nationally 

representative cohorts that were well aligned in terms of age, sex, education, and race, it did 

appear that the three cohorts varied by marital status (with a slightly greater proportion 

unmarried in NHATS, perhaps linked to that study’s more comprehensive identification of 

individuals living in residential care settings21, 30), mortality, use of proxy respondents, and self-

reported health. Notably, as Table 1 demonstrates, three indicators which one would expect to 

identify a high-need population - fair/poor self-reported health, mortality, and proxy 

respondents - appear to trend in different directions, with fair/poor health highest in HRS, 

mortality and residential care highest in NHATS, and proxy respondents highest in MCBS. In 

addition, the surveys varied in phrasing, making it challenging to pinpoint which variation is 

most responsible for differences in the populations identified. Finally, we are unable to assess 

the nursing home-dwelling population, a major limitation of this study, given that HRS, NHATS, 

and MCBS take different approaches to sampling older adults in institutional settings. 

Nevertheless, with the groups matched so closely by age, race, sex and education, it is 

likely that the survey questions are more likely to drive differences in rates of activity 

limitations.  This conclusion is consistent with prior research that has demonstrated that 

question wording has substantial influence on population estimates of late-life disability when 

administered within a single study.31 While the nuance in definitions that NHATS uses may be 

appropriate if disability is the predominant focus of research, especially given that it does 

appear to effectively capture a larger population of older adults with activity limitations, the 

simpler approach of HRS and MCBS may be more pragmatic for research that does not have 

disability as its central focus. 
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Our analysis provides lessons researchers interested in studying older adults with high 

care needs. Given the variation in approaches that fall under “ADL” assessment, for the sake of 

clarity we recommend researchers minimize use of the ADL abbreviation and instead specify 

the measures and activities under study. In addition, as clinicians, health systems, and insurers 

seek to utilize measures of function to identify those with high needs or to measure outcomes, 

it is important to better understand the implications of differing approaches to screening for 

self-care limitations. These distinctions in the framing and language around self-care activities 

appear to greatly influence our ability to appropriately identify and support this population of 

older adults with limitations in basic self-care activities. As we understand that differences in 

the type of laboratory test or imaging studies influence the sensitivity or specificity to detect a 

disease, so too must we better understand how measurement approaches  affects the 

detection of late-life activity limitations. 
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Table 1. A comparison of six self-care activity questions in NHATS, HRS, and MCBS 
  NHATS HRS MCBS 
Specific phrasing of task:       

Eating   ● 
Eat or cut food ● ●  

Shower, take a bath, or wash up ●   

Bathing or showering  ● ● 
Use the toilet ●   

Using the toilet, including getting up and down  ● ● 
Dressing [examples of assistance with clothes or shoes] ●   

Dressing [including assistance with shoes and socks]  ●  

Dressing   ● 
Get around inside home  ●   

Walking across a room  ●  

Walking   ● 
Getting out of bed ●   

Getting in or out of bed  ●  

Getting in or out of bed or chairs   ● 
Time reference    

General or ever  ● ● 
In the last month ●   

Expected duration    

Regardless ●  ● 
Only if expected to persist 3 months from now  ● ● 

Attribution of difficulty or help    

Regardless ●   

Because of a physical, mental, emotional, or memory problem  ● ● 
Type of difficulty assessed    

If activity is conducted without help or special equipment   ● 
If activity is conducted by oneself with devices if used ●   
Not specified  ●  

Ordering and skip patterns    

Only asks those with difficulty (or doesn't do) about help  ● ● 
Only asks those who conduct activity by themselves about difficulty ●   
Assumes those who can perform a battery of tasks and dressing without  difficulty 
can perform all other activities without help or difficulty  ●  

Assistive devices     
For every ADL ●  ● 
For showering, toileting, walking, transferring  ●  

Other elements of ADLs    

Asks about both direct help and help "staying nearby"   ● 
Asks about consequences of not having help ●   

Asks about frequency  ●   

Asks about changes in frequency compared to 1 year ago ●   

Asks about duration of time receiving help ●  ● 
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Table 2. Characteristics of a common subpopulation across surveys: community dwelling adults age 
70 residing in the Continental United States, 2016 

Characteristic, % (95% CI) NHATS (N=5,596) HRS (N=6,698) MCBS (N=8,417) 

Age (mean) 78.2 (78.0-78.4) 78.1 (77.8-78.4) 77.9 (77.7-78.0) 

Female 56.5 (54.9-58.0) 55.9 (54.9-56.9) 56.7 (55.3-58.0) 

Race/ethnicity:    

White, non-Hispanic 80.8 (79.6-81.8) 81.2 (78.5-83.7) 79.2 (77.2-81.3) 

Black, non-Hispanic 8.3 (7.8-8.8) 8.8 (7.7-10.0) 8.2 (6.7-9.7) 

Other, non-Hispanic 3.8 (3.2-4.6) 2.3 (1.8-3.1) 5.1 (4.3-5.9) 

Hispanic or Latino 7.2 (6.4-8.0) 7.7 (5.7-10.4) 7.4 (6.1-8.8) 

Married 50.6 (49.1-52.2) 54.2 (52.4-56.1) 54.1 (52.5-55.8) 

High school or greater education 81.8 (80.6-82.9) 82.6 (80.4-84.6) 82.1 (80.7-83.6) 

Fair/poor self-reported health 23.1 (21.8-24.4) 29.1 (27.4-30.8) 17.2 (16.0-18.3) 

Residing in a residential setting2 6.3 (5.6-7.1) 1.7 (1.3-2.3) 3.0 (2.4-3.7) 
 

Proxy respondent 5.3 (4.7-6.0) 5.1 (4.4-5.9) 8.0 (7.2-8.7) 

1-year mortality1 5.1 (4.5-5.8) 4.0 (3.5-4.5) 3.1 (2.7-3.6) 

Data source: National Health and Aging Trends Study (NHATS), Health and Retirement Survey (HRS) 
and Medicare Current Beneficiary Survey (MCBS), 2016. 1Given that MCBS follows individuals for 4 
years and does not collect information beyond that 4 years, 12-month mortality was calculated from 
individuals in their 1st, 2nd or 3rd year of observation in MCBS (N=7,135).  2Generally, a location that 
offers services for assistance with care, although specific definitions vary across surveys  

 

Figure 1. Proportions reporting help and difficulty with dressing and eating across nationally-representative 

surveys of older adults. Data from 2016 Health and Retirement Study (HRS), National Health and Aging Trends 

Study (NHATS), Medicare Current Beneficiaries Survey (MCBS). Respondents were age 70 years and older, 

residing in the Continental United States. All proportions are adjusted for survey weighting and design. The 

pixelated portion of the NHATS population receiving help with dressing and eating represents those who 
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received help but did not report difficulty with that activity. For HRS and MCBS, those who did not report 

difficulty were not asked about receiving help, so this population would not be captured in those surveys. 

 

Figure 2. Differences in 1-year mortality rates across nationally-representative surveys among those with 

impairments in dressing and eating. Data from 2016 Health and Retirement Study (HRS), National Health and 

Aging Trends Study (NHATS), Medicare Current Beneficiaries Survey (MCBS). Respondents were age 70 years 

and older, residing in the Continental United States. All proportions are adjusted for survey weighting and 

design. Given that MCBS only follows respondents for 4 years (including to observe mortality), data for MCBS 

only included those in their first 3 years of observation in 2016. 
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